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We propose to induce a time crystalline state in a high-Tc superconductor, by optically driving
a sum resonance of the Higgs mode and a Josephson plasma mode. The generic cubic process
that couples these fundamental excitations converts driving of the sum resonance into simultaneous
resonant driving of both modes, resulting in an incommensurate subharmonic motion. We use a
numerical implementation of a semi-classical driven-dissipative lattice gauge theory on a 3D layered
lattice, which models the geometry of cuprate superconductors, to demonstrate the robustness of
this motion against thermal fluctuations. We demonstrate this light-induced time crystalline phase
for mono- and bilayer systems, and show that this order can be detected for pulsed driving under
realistic technological conditions.
Optical driving of solids constitutes a new method of
designing many-body states. Striking examples of this
approach include light-induced superconductivity1–3 as
well as optical control of charge density wave phases4.
For these states, the carefully tuned light field either
renormalises the phase boundary of the equilibrium
phase, as is the case for light-induced superconductivity,
or renormalises a near-by metastable state into a sta-
ble state of the driven system, as in the case of light-
controlled charge density waves.
These observations are part of a larger effort of de-
termining the steady states of periodically driven many-
body systems. In a parallel development in cold atom
systems, serving as well-defined many-body toy mod-
els, the generic regimes that were proposed, see Refs.5,6,
firstly include renormalised equilibrium states, for which
the above mentioned states are examples. Secondly,
regimes beyond the equilibrium states emerge, in par-
ticular genuine non-equilibrium orders, which have no
equilibrium counterpart, and only exist in the driven
state. A striking example for a non-equilibrium or-
der are time crystals, which spontaneously break time-
translation symmetry and display a robust subharmonic
motion in a many-body system7–13. Studies on time crys-
tals in systems such as ion traps or NV centers have
been reported in Refs.14,15. Thirdly, for strong driv-
ing, chaotic states emerge. These different regimes are
achieved for different driving amplitudes and driving fre-
quencies, which constitutes the dynamical phase diagram
of the system.
In this article, we propose to create a light-induced
time crystalline state in a high-Tc superconductor. This
advances light control of superconductors towards gen-
uine non-equilibrium orders, and establishes time crys-
tals in the solid state domain. We call the novel dy-
namical phase a Higgs time crystal because we induce
it via optical driving of a sum resonance of the Higgs
mode and a Josephson plasma mode. The Higgs mode
and the Josephson plasma mode correspond to the two
fundamental collective excitations of a system with bro-
ken U(1) symmetry and with an underlying approximate
particle-hole symmetry. The Higgs mode is an ampli-
tude oscillation of the order parameter, as depicted in
Fig. 1(a) for the |ψ|4 theory used in the following. The
Higgs mode is a gapped excitation due to the increase of
the potential energy in radial direction. The Josephson
plasma mode is a phase oscillation, as indicated. This
mode also has a gapped excitation spectrum owing to
the electromagnetic interaction of the system. Because
of the approximate particle-hole symmetry, these two os-
cillations are orthogonal two each other16,17.
To identify the Higgs time crystalline phase, we map
out the dynamical phase diagram of optically driven high-
Tc superconductors as a function of the driving frequency
ωdr and the driving amplitude E0, which is shown in
Fig. 2(a), for instance. The time crystalline state is in-
duced by driving the superconductor via the non-linear
coupling ∼ a2h of the electromagnetic field a and the
Higgs field h. We demonstrate that driving at the fre-
quency ωdr = ωH + ωJ induces a time crystalline phase,
where ωH is the Higgs frequency and ωJ is the plasma
frequency, as depicted in Fig. 1(d). We note that this
non-linear coupling has been confirmed in conventional
superconductors18–21, while a direct probe of the Higgs
field is challenging due to its scalar nature. Further stud-
ies on the Higgs mode in high-Tc cuprates and organic
superconductors are reported in Refs.22–27.
To describe the dynamics of optically driven super-
conductors, we develop a lattice gauge simulation that
describes the motion of the order parameter of the su-
perconducting state ψ(r, t) and the electromagnetic field
A(r, t). We first utilise our method to show how to
induce the time crystalline state, and to determine its
regime in the dynamical phase diagram. Furthermore, we
demonstrate the robustness of the time crystalline phase
against thermal fluctuations, and show that it can be
realised and identified under pulsed operation. We rep-
resent the layered structure of high-Tc superconductors
via the lattice geometry illustrated in Fig. 1(b). We note
that this geometry of CuO2 layers perpendicular to the
c-axis has motivated a low-energy description of stacks of
Josephson junctions28–30, which captures the appearance
of Josephson plasma excitations in Refs.31–33.
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FIG. 1. Exciting the Higgs and plasma modes. a, Il-
lustration of the free energy of a state with broken U(1) sym-
metry. b, Illustration of a driven superconducting cuprate
modelled as a U(1) gauge theory on an anisotropic lattice.
In-plane dynamics is captured by discretising the condensate
field in the ab-plane. c, The Higgs mode can be excited res-
onantly with a driving frequency of ωdr . ωH/2, by utilising
the non-linear coupling between the electromagnetic field and
the Higgs field. Upper panel: Diagrammatic representation
of the non-linear process. Lower panel: Exemplary dynamical
portrait of the phase difference between the superconducting
layers and the condensate amplitude in the steady state for 10
driving cycles at zero temperature. d, We propose to utilise
the same non-linear coupling to induce a time-crystalline state
by driving the sum resonance of the system at ωdr = ωH +ωJ.
The phase-space trajectories shown in the lower panels of c
and d are obtained using a Josephson junction model for
a monolayer cuprate superconductor with Higgs frequency
ωH/2pi ≈ 6.3 THz, plasma frequency ωJ/2pi ≈ 16.0 THz, and
capacitive coupling constant α = 0.33.
Each layer is represented by a square lattice, lead-
ing to a discretisation of the fields of the form
ψ(r, t)→ ψl,m,n(t) ≡ ψr(t). The in-plane discretisation
length dab constitutes a short-range cut-off well below
the in-plane coherence length. In doing so, we generalise
the modelling of layered cuprates to a three-dimensional
lattice of Josephson junctions. Each component of the
vector potential Ai,r(t) is located at half a lattice site
from site r in the i-direction, where i ∈ {x, y, z}. Accord-
ing to the Peierls substitution, it describes the averaged
electric field along the bond of a plaquette in Fig. 1(b).
We focus on temperatures below Tc, where the domi-
nant low-energy degrees of freedom are Cooper pairs. We
describe the Cooper pairs as a condensate of interact-
ing bosons with charge −2e, represented by the complex
field ψr(t). We explicitly simulate the coupled dynamics
of the condensate and the electromagnetic field. We dis-
cretise space by mapping it on a lattice, as mentioned,
but implement the compact U(1) lattice gauge theory
in the time continuum limit34. The particle-hole symme-
try inherent to our relativistic model creates stable Higgs
oscillations, even in bilayer systems where the Higgs fre-
quency is between the two longitudinal Josephson plasma
frequencies.
We consider mono- and bilayer cuprates. For bilayer
cuprates, we assign the strong (weak) junctions to the
even (odd) layers. The corresponding tunnelling en-
ergies are t2n = ts and t2n+1 = tw. The interlayer
spacings d2n,2n+1 = ds,w are the distances between the
CuO2 planes in the crystal. Note that we suppose the
z-direction to be aligned with the c-axis of the crystal
throughout this article. The Hamiltonian of the lattice
gauge model is
H = Hsc +Hem +Hkin. (1)
The first term is the |ψ|4 model of the superconducting
condensate in the absence of Cooper pair tunnelling:
Hsc = V0
∑
r
|pir|2
K~2V 20
− µ|ψr|2 + g
2
|ψr|4, (2)
where pir = V0K~2∂tψ∗r is the conjugate momentum of
ψr, V0 is the discretisation volume of a single supercon-
ducting site, µ is the chemical potential, and g is the
interaction strength. This Hamiltonian is particle-hole
symmetric due to its invariance under ψr → ψ∗r . The
coefficient K describes the magnitude of the dynamical
term.
The electromagnetic part Hem is the discretised form
of the free field Hamiltonian, modified by tunable permit-
tivities to capture the screening due to bound charges in
the material, see Methods.
The non-linear coupling between the Higgs field and
the electromagnetic field derives from the tunnelling term
given by Hkin = V0
∑
i,r ti,r|ψr′(i) − ψreiai,r |2. Here r′(i)
denotes the nearest neighbour of r in the i-direction,
separated by the distance di,r. The phase contribution
ai,r = −2edi,rAi,r/~ is obtained from the Peierls substi-
tution, which ensures the gauge-invariance of Hkin. The
in-plane tunnelling coefficient is tab, the c-axis tunnelling
coefficients are ts,w.
We solve the equations of motion for ψr(t) and Ar(t)
obtained from the Hamiltonian numerically, employing
Heun’s method with an integration step size ∆t = 1.6 as.
Thermal fluctuations are included by adding dissipation
and Langevin noise to the equations of motion of both
fields. We note that the inclusion of in-plane dynamics
and arbitrarily strong amplitude fluctuations constitutes
31
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FIG. 2. Dynamical phases of a light-driven monolayer cuprate superconductor. a, Dynamical phase diagram at
T = 0 of a monolayer cuprate continuously driven by an electric field with frequency ωdr and effective field strength E0.
The time crystalline phase ‘TC’ is encoded in red. b, Electric field Edr(t) and the response of the condensate amplitude
|ψ|/|ψ0|(t) for the Higgs resonance at ωdr = ωH/2 (golden, diamond), the time crystal (red, cross), and an off-resonantly driven
superconductor (blue, circle). The driving parameters are indicated by the symbols in a. c, Power spectra on a logarithmic
scale for the condensate amplitude, corresponding to the trajectories of the Higgs resonance and the time crystal presented in
b. Parameters for the monolayer model are the same as in Fig. 1.
a qualitative advance of previous descriptions, such as 1D
sine-Gordon models35,36. We determine the response of
the superconductor to periodic driving of the electric field
along the c-axis. The external drive has the frequency ωdr
and the effective field strength E0 penetrating the bulk
of the sample, see Methods. By applying the optical
driving as described, we obtain the full dynamical phase
diagram due to the direct coupling of the electromagnetic
field to the superconducting order parameter. We note
that resonant optical driving of phonon modes has been
utilised and discussed in Refs.1–3,37. Here, we ignore the
phononic resonances, so that our predictions are valid
away from these resonances. A combined description will
be given elsewhere.
Before we present the full numerical simulation, we
identify the main resonant phenomena of the system. We
consider the zero-temperature limit, where the in-plane
dynamics can be neglected and the model simplifies to a
1D chain along the c-axis. Furthermore, we restrict our-
selves to weak driving and a monolayer structure with
ts = tw ≡ tJ and ds = dw ≡ d. For periodic boundary
conditions, the time evolution then reduces to two cou-
pled equations of motion. Expanding up to second order
yields
∂2t a+ γ∂ta+ ω
2
Ja+ 2ω
2
Jah ≈ jdr , (3)
∂2t h+ γ∂th+ ω
2
Hh+ αω
2
Ja
2 ≈ 0 , (4)
where h = (ψ − ψ0)/ψ0 is the Higgs field with ψ0 being
the equilibrium condensate amplitude, γ is the damp-
ing constant, and α is the capacitive coupling constant
of the junction. Note that the unitless vector potential
a equals the phase difference between adjacent planes
in this setting. The external drive appears through the
unitless current jdr. The Higgs and plasma frequencies
are ωH =
√
2µ/K~2 and ωJ =
√
tJ/αK~2, respectively.
The main finding of this work is the emergence of a
time crystalline phase by driving at the sum of the Higgs
and plasma frequencies, ωdr = ωJ + ωH. Sufficiently
strong plasmonic excitations at this frequency are con-
verted into resonant oscillations of the amplitude and
phase modes at their eigenfrequencies. A cubic interac-
tion process, visualised in Fig. 1(d), allows for simulta-
neous resonant driving of both the Higgs and the plasma
modes, see also Supplementary Information.
In addition to the sum resonance, we identify various
other resonances from the simplified equations of motion.
For a response of the vector potential at the driving fre-
quency, i.e., a = a1cos(ωdrt), equation (4) simplifies to a
forced oscillator with a resonance at ωdr = ωH/2. This
recovers the sub-gap Higgs resonance21. The sub-gap res-
onance and the sum resonance originate from the same
cubic coupling term ∼ a2h, as illustrated in Figs. 1(c)
and (d). Next, we consider the range of driving frequen-
cies where the Higgs field exhibits a second-harmonic re-
sponse, that is, the external drive induces Higgs oscil-
lations of the form h = h0 + h1cos(2ωdrt) through the
a2 term in equation (4). For small driving amplitudes,
the ah term in equation (3) can be neglected so that the
equation reduces to a forced oscillator with a resonance
at ωdr = ωJ. However, the response is modified once the
coupling to the Higgs field becomes significant. Then,
equation (3) approaches a parametrically driven oscilla-
tor. The parametric resonances emerge at ωdr = ωJ/k,
where k ∈ N.
We now present our numerical results in two steps.
Firstly, we verify our analytical predictions for the reso-
nances and, in particular, the Higgs time crystal by map-
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FIG. 3. Dynamical phases of a light-driven bilayer cuprate superconductor. a, Dynamical phase diagram at T = 0
of a driven bilayer cuprate as a function of driving frequency and field strength. b, Comparison between the spectra of the
condensate amplitude at T = 3 K ∼ 0.1Tc for different driving frequencies indicated in the legend. The effective field strength is
E0 = 0.2 MV cm
−1 for each curve. The time crystalline state at ωdr = 2pi×22.4 THz is demonstrated by the strongly enhanced
subharmonic peak at ωH. c, Spectra of the supercurrent density for the same parameters as in b. The time crystalline state
creates strongly enhanced side peaks at ωdr ± ωH. The bilayer system has the Higgs frequency ωH/2pi ≈ 6.3 THz and the two
longitudinal Josephson plasma frequencies ωJ1/2pi ≈ 2.0 THz and ωJ2/2pi ≈ 14.3 THz at T = 0. These resonance frequencies
are shifted at finite temperature. Animations of the microscopic dynamics in the time crystalline and off-resonant regimes are
presented in the Supplementary Information.
ping out the dynamical phase diagrams of mono- and bi-
layer cuprates at zero temperature numerically. We will
show how the sum resonance is modified in a bilayer sys-
tem, which has two plasma modes. Secondly, we test
the robustness of this phase against thermal fluctuations
using finite-temperature simulations.
To obtain the dynamical phase diagram of a mono-
layer superconductor, we numerically solve the equations
of motion derived from the Hamiltonian (1). We choose
ωH/2pi ≈ 6.3 THz, ωJ/2pi ≈ 16.0 THz, γ/2pi = 0.5 THz,
and α = 0.33. The system is continuously driven at var-
ious amplitudes and frequencies in the terahertz regime.
In each realisation, the drive is applied for 20 ps and the
relevant frequency spectra are computed using the final
10 ps, which amounts to 5 < Mtot < 300 driving cycles in
the frequency range of interest. Different non-equilibrium
phases are identified based on the defining features of the
condensate amplitude |ψ(t)| and the supercurrent den-
sity J(t), see Methods. The dynamical phase diagram
in Fig. 2(a) is mapped out by analysing the normalised
power spectra defined as Pf (ω) = 〈f(ω)f(−ω)〉, where∫
Pf (ω)dω = 1, f(ω) = 1/
√
Ts
∫
dt′exp(−iωt′)f(t′), and
Ts = 10 ps is the sampling interval. Specifically, we ob-
tain the spectral entropy for the dynamics of the conden-
sate amplitude, S|ψ| = −
∫
dωP|ψ|(ω)logP|ψ|(ω).
The chaotic regime in Fig. 2(a) is identified based on
the threshold S|ψ| > 2.2 × 10−2. It indicates the ap-
pearance of resonant phases associated with the Higgs
and plasma excitations. We note that the two domi-
nant chaotic tongues are weakly red-detuned from the ex-
pected resonance frequencies ωH/2 and ωJ, respectively.
Such a renormalisation of the fundamental frequencies is
inherent to strongly driven non-linear systems38. This ef-
fect is further amplified by the damping terms present in
our model. We identify the small tongue at ωdr/2pi ≈ 4.8
THz as the third order parametric resonance of the
Josephson plasma mode around ωJ/3.
For intermediate driving intensity, we observe sev-
eral dynamical regimes due to resonances. The reso-
nance with the lowest frequency is the Higgs resonance
at ωdr = ωH/2. In general, resonant excitation of the
Higgs mode is marked by strong modulation of the con-
densate amplitude as exemplified in Fig. 2(b). Moreover,
the Higgs resonance exhibits a commensurate and su-
perharmonic response of |ψ(t)| with respect to the driv-
ing Edr(t) as seen from the closed trajectory in Fig. 1(c)
and the sharp peak at 2ωdr of the condensate amplitude
spectrum in 2(c). We emphasise that driving away from
any noticeable resonance, indicated as the blue regime
in Fig. 2(a), induces only a single sharp peak in the su-
percurrent spectrum, namely at the driving frequency.
The condensate amplitude oscillates at twice the driv-
ing frequency in the blue regime. This also applies to the
regime near the Josephson plasma resonance at ωdr = ωJ,
where the system responds with strong oscillations of the
supercurrent.
Finally, the red regime in Fig. 2(a), identified via
10−4 < S|ψ| < 2.2 × 10−2, is the Higgs time crystal in-
troduced earlier. We emphasise that its resonance con-
dition ωdr = ωJ + ωH differs from the sub-gap frequen-
cies ωdr . ωH/2 used in standard Higgs spectroscopy.
The sum resonance simultaneously couples to the Higgs
and plasma resonances as evident from the exemplary
mean-field trajectory in Fig. 1(d), where the amplitude
5modulation is accompanied by a strong oscillation of
the phase difference between the junctions. Despite the
smaller driving amplitude E0, the phase mode is excited
with larger amplitude than for the Higgs resonance. The
strong activation of the phase mode results in a partial
depletion of the condensate as visible in Fig. 2(b), where
the time average of the oscillatory motion of the conden-
sate amplitude is below 1. The key feature of the novel
phase is the subharmonic response of the condensate am-
plitude as |ψ(t)| oscillates at ωH when the superconduc-
tor is driven at ωdr = ωJ + ωH. This phenomenon is
highlighted in Fig. 2(b) and in the strong subharmonic
peak in the power spectrum of |ψ(t)| shown in Fig. 2(c).
The other dynamical phases respect the time-translation
symmetry imposed by the external drive as evidenced by
Figs. 2(b) and 2(c). The subharmonic collective motion
is one of the defining features of a time crystal.
In addition to being subharmonic, the response of the
time crystalline state is also incommensurate to the ex-
ternal driving. That is, the phase-space trajectory traces
an open loop for any number of driving cycles, see also
Fig. 1(d). Therefore, and more specifically, the state that
we propose to create is an incommensurate time crystal
in high-Tc superconductors. We have verified the per-
sistence of the subharmonic response for 105 cycles of
continuous driving at T = 0, see Supplementary Infor-
mation. Because of experimental and numerical limita-
tions in accessible timescales (∼ 102 driving cycles for our
finite-temperature calculations), we will not distinguish
here between a ‘true’ time crystal and a slowly decaying
time crystal13,14.
We note that the time crystalline response is stabilised
by the non-linear coupling between the amplitude and
phase channels, which further highlights the collective
nature of the Higgs time crystal. Furthermore, the am-
plitudes of the oscillations are saturated by non-linear
processes in the system, see Ref.39 for example, while the
dissipative coupling to the environment limits heating.
We now focus on bilayer cuprates. Due to the stag-
gered tunneling coefficients ts and tw along the c-axis,
the system has two fundamental longitudinal plasma ex-
citations with frequencies ωJ1 and ωJ2. The dynamical
phase diagram at zero temperature in Fig. 3(a) displays
a regime, in which a Higgs time crystal is induced by
optical driving at a sum resonance. Here, the resonance
condition is ωdr = ωH +ωJ2, so it is the sum of the Higgs
frequency and the upper plasma frequency.
Next, we demonstrate the robustness of the Higgs
time crystal against thermal fluctuations modelled as
Langevin noise in the dynamics of the fields. These fluc-
tuations are a natural test for the rigidity of the subhar-
monic response against temporal perturbations, which is
a defining property of time crystalline order8,9, see also
Supplementary Information. When considering thermal
fluctuations, we include the in-plane dynamics of the
fields in a full 3D simulation. We find that a discreti-
sation of 48 × 48 × 4 lattice sites with periodic bound-
aries is sufficient to obtain fully converged results with
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FIG. 4. Robustness of the time crystal at non-zero
temperatures. Temperature dependence of the optimal
crystalline fraction for a bilayer system, rescaled by its value
at T = 0. The inset shows PJ(ωR) in a section of the dy-
namical phase diagram containing the time crystalline phase,
T = 3 K ∼ 0.1Tc. The optimal crystalline fraction at a given
temperature corresponds to the maximum value of PJ(ωR) in
such a section of the dynamical phase diagram. The param-
eters for the bilayer structure are the same as in Fig. 3.
respect to the system size. Note that both the Higgs
and Josephson plasma frequencies are renormalised at fi-
nite temperature, see Supplementary Information. For
simplicity, we keep the chemical potential fixed in the
following finite-temperature calculations, µ(T ) ≡ µ.
We choose the parameters within the CuO2 planes
to yield a critical temperature of Tc ∼ 30 K. Exam-
ples for the power spectra of the condensate amplitude
and the supercurrent density at T = 3 K are shown in
Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), respectively. When the sum reso-
nance is driven, the condensate amplitude exhibits strong
subharmonic modulation as evidenced by a sharp peak
in the amplitude spectrum in Fig. 3(b). Moreover, we
observe in Fig. 3(b) how the modulation of the conden-
sate amplitude is suppressed as the driving frequency is
tuned away from the resonance frequency. As shown in
Fig. 3(c), we identify an experimentally relevant signa-
ture of the superconducting time crystalline phase, which
is the appearance of two side peaks at ωL = ωdr−ωH and
ωR = ωdr + ωH in the frequency spectrum of the super-
current density. The side peaks vanish as the driving
frequency is tuned away from the resonance frequency.
Coherent dynamics of supercurrents can be experimen-
tally probed using second-harmonic measurements40,41.
6To quantify the time crystalline fraction, we use the
height of the blue-detuned side peak in the power spec-
trum of the supercurrent density, PJ(ωR). Figure 4 dis-
plays the temperature dependence of the optimal crys-
talline fraction for a bilayer superconductor, normalised
to the optimal value at T = 0. The optimal driving pa-
rameters at each temperature were inferred from coarse
scans like the one included as an inset plot. The er-
ror bars of the optimal crystalline fraction arise from
Lorentzian fits to the blue-detuned side peaks. As we ex-
pect for time crystals under increasingly strong perturba-
tion, the crystalline fraction decreases with temperature.
Nevertheless, the subharmonic response is robust against
thermal noise for temperatures up to T = 6 K ∼ 0.2Tc.
While significant progress has been made in generat-
ing continuous-wave THz sources42, typical experiments
in optically driven superconductors utilise pulsed excita-
tion, as in most pump-probe experiments. We now point
out that the time crystalline phase can be detected when
the system is driven with a short pulse, rather than the
steady state discussed so far. We consider a pulsed driv-
ing scheme by introducing a Gaussian envelope of the
periodic driving, of width σp. In Fig. 5, we present an
example for the dynamical response of the bilayer system
under pulsed excitation. The response shown in Fig. 5(b)
is approximately the Fourier broadened form of Fig. 3(c).
The similarity between the two results suggests that the
defining features of the Higgs time crystal of continuously
driven superconductors are detectable for pulsed driving
protocols with realistic pulse lengths. The response can
be clearly distinguished from normal dynamical phases
by probing the coherent dynamics of the supercurrent.
Thus, the Higgs time crystal predicted here can be ob-
served in current state-of-the-art experiments with opti-
cally driven high-Tc superconductors.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the emergence
of a time-crystalline phase in a high-Tc superconductor,
which is induced by optical driving of a sum resonance
of the Higgs mode and a Josephson plasma mode. Using
a newly developed lattice gauge simulator, we demon-
strate this time crystal for mono- and bilayer cuprates,
and show its robustness against thermal fluctuations, for
up to ∼ 20% of the critical temperature. As an exper-
imentally accessible signature we observe the emergence
of side peaks at ωdr ± ωH of the supercurrent. This sig-
nature is also visible in pulsed operation, which mimics
realistic experimental conditions.
The emergent time crystalline order that we propose
to induce, constitutes a qualitative departure from previ-
ous light-induced states in solids, because it is a genuine
non-equilibrium state with no equilibrium counterpart.
The realisation of such a state expands the scope of the
scientific effort of designing many-body states by optical
driving beyond the paradigm of renormalising equilib-
rium orders. While even this existing paradigm has been
and continues to be thought-provoking and stimulating,
the work presented here urges to design and explore light-
induced non-equilibrium states beyond that framework,
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FIG. 5. Time crystalline response to a driving pulse.
a, Temporal waveform of the pulsed electric field and the
induced motion of the supercurrent density shown for one
representative trajectory at T = 3 K ∼ 0.1Tc with an ef-
fective field strength E0 = 0.2 MV cm
−1, driving frequency
ωdr/2pi = 22.4 THz, and pulse width σp = 2 ps. b, Power
spectrum of the supercurrent density, measured in the inter-
val [0, 2 ps]. The parameters for the bilayer structure are the
same as in Fig. 3.
and thereby expands the scope of the effort to design
quantum matter on demand.
Methods
For a discretised bilayer system, the electromagnetic
Hamiltonian takes the form
Hem = V0
∑
i,r
0i,rdi,r
2dc
E2i,r +
di,r
µ0dcβ2i,r
[
1−cos(βi,rBi,r)].
(5)
where Ei,r denotes the i-component of the electric field.
The vector potential is located on the bonds between the
superconducting sites. Consequently, this applies to the
electric field as well. Meanwhile, the magnetic field com-
ponent Bi,r is centred about the plaquette confined by
Aj,r and Ak,r, where i 6= j 6= k. This arrangement is con-
sistent with the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD)
method for solving Maxwell’s equations43. The prefac-
tors in equation (5) account for the staggered interlayer
7spacing, where dc = (ds+dw)/2 is the thickness of the su-
perconducting layers. As we choose the temporal gauge
for our calculations, we can write Ei,r = −∂tAi,r and
Bi,r = ijkδjAk,r, respectively. We calculate the spatial
derivatives according to δjAk,r = (Ak,r′(j) − Ak,r)/dj .
The coefficients βi,r in equation (5) are βab = 2ed
2
ab/~
for i = z, and βn = 2edabdn/~ for i ∈ {x, y}.
We study the response of the system to periodic driving
of the electric field along the c-axis. We consider the
long-wavelength limit such that the electromagnetic field
is assumed to be homogeneous throughout the sample.
Thus, the complete expression for the time evolution of
Ez,r reads
∂tEz,r =
dc
0ndn
∂H
∂Az,r
− γEz,r + ηr + ∂tEdr
n
, (6)
where ηr is white Gaussian noise. We take the driving
as Edr(t) = E0cos(ωdrt)(1 + tanh(t/τ))/2 with the rise
time τ . We characterise the response of the system to
the periodic driving by looking at the dynamics of the
sample averages of |ψr| and the supercurrents along the
c-axis. The supercurrent along a single junction in the
c-direction is given by the Josephson relation
Jzl,m,n =
4etndc
~
Im
{
ψ∗l,m,n+1ψl,m,ne
iazl,m,n
}
. (7)
The expectation value of the supercurrent density along
the c-axis can be obtained from
J(t) =
ds〈 Js(t) 〉+ dw〈 Jw(t) 〉
ds + dw
, (8)
where 〈 Js,w(t) 〉 denotes the spatial average of Josephson
currents along either strong or weak junctions, averaged
over an ensemble of trajectories to sample the thermal
fluctuations. We find that 100 trajectories are enough to
obtain convergent results for sampling thermal fluctua-
tions.
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2I. LATTICE MODEL AND PARAMETERS
The lattice geometry used for the discretised scheme in the main text is depicted in Fig. 1. We employ a finite-
difference time-domain method (FDTD) to propagate the electromagnetic fields1. The complex field describing the
condensate of charged bosons ψr is assigned to the sites of the 3D lattice, while the vector potential Ar is located
along the bonds, halfway between the sites.
ds , ts
dw , tw
dab , tab
ψ
Az
Ax Ay
FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the anisotropic lattice model.
The resulting time evolution of the superconducting field is embedded in the Langevin formalism, that is,
∂tpir = − ∂H
∂ψr
− γpir + ξr, (1)
where γ is a damping constant and ξr represents white Gaussian noise with zero mean. The noise matrix
〈Re{ξr(t)}Re{ξr′(t′)}〉 = γK~
2kBT
V0
δrr′δ(t− t′) , (2)
〈Im{ξr(t)}Im{ξr′(t′)}〉 = γK~
2kBT
V0
δrr′δ(t− t′) , (3)
〈Re{ξr(t)}Im{ξr′(t′)}〉 = 0 (4)
complies with the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. Similarly, we derive the equations of motion for the electric field.
For instance, the z-component of the electric field obeys
∂tEz,r =
dc
0ndn
∂H
∂Az,r
− γEz,r + ηr. (5)
Here we choose the same damping constant as for the superconducting field. The white Gaussian noise ηr is required
to fulfill
〈ηr(t)ηr′(t′)〉 = 2γkBT
0V0
dc
ndn
δrr′δ(t− t′). (6)
Table I lists the parameters of our numerical calculations for mono- and bilayer systems, respectively. In both cases,
our choice of µ and g implies an equilibrium superfluid density n0 = µ/g = 2.0 × 1021 cm−3 at T = 0. The bilayer
system exhibits two longitudinal c-axis plasmons. Their eigenfrequencies are
ω2J1,J2 =
(
1
2
+ αs
)
Ω2s +
(
1
2
+ αw
)
Ω2w ∓
√[(
1
2
+ αs
)
Ω2s −
(
1
2
+ αw
)
Ω2w
]2
+ 4αsαwΩ2sΩ
2
w, (7)
3as follows from a sine-Gordon analysis2,3 at T = 0. We also introduced the bare plasma frequencies of the strong and
weak junctions
Ωs,w =
√
8ts,wn0e2dcds,w
~20s,w
, (8)
where dc = (ds + dw)/2. The capacitive coupling constants are given by
αs,w =
0s,w
8Kn0e2dcds,w
. (9)
Besides, there is a transverse c-axis plasmon with the eigenfrequency
ω2T =
1 + 2αs + 2αw
αs + αw
(
αsΩ
2
s + αwΩ
2
w
)
. (10)
We have ωJ1/2pi ≈ 2.0 THz, ωJ2/2pi ≈ 14.3 THz, and ωT/2pi ≈ 11.8 THz for our choice of parameters. The in-plane
plasma frequency amounts to approximately 150 THz, which is of the typical order of magnitude seen in high-Tc
superconductors4,5.
Monolayer Bilayer
K (meV−1) 2.9× 10−5 2.9× 10−5
µ (meV) 1.0× 10−2 1.0× 10−2
g (meV A˚3) 5.0 5.0
γ/2pi (THz) 0.5 0.5
tab (meV) 6.2× 10−1 6.2× 10−1
ts (meV)
4.2× 10−2 2.5× 10
−2
tw (meV) 1.0× 10−3
dab (A˚) 15 15
ds (A˚)
6.0
4.0
dw (A˚) 8.0
s
1.0
1.0
w 4.0
TABLE I. Model parameters used in the simulations.
4II. ANALYTICAL DERIVATION OF THE SUM RESONANCE
Here, we derive the sum resonance of the Higgs mode and the Josephson plasmon of a monolayer superconductor
in the zero-temperature limit, where the model simplifies to a 1D chain along the c-axis. Furthermore, we assume
periodic boundary conditions and weak driving. Expanding up to quadratic order, we recover Eqs. (2) and (3) in the
main text:
∂2t a+ γ∂ta+ ω
2
Ja+ 2ω
2
Jah ≈ jdr, (11)
∂2t h+ γ∂th+ ω
2
Hh+ αω
2
Ja
2 ≈ 0, (12)
where h = (ψ − ψ0)/ψ0 is the Higgs field with ψ0 being the equilibrium condensate amplitude, and jdr is the unitless
current due to the drive. The Higgs and plasma frequencies are ωH =
√
2µ/K~2 and ωJ =
√
tJ/αK~2, respectively.
Note that the unitless vector potential a equals the phase difference between adjacent planes in this setting. Next,
we expand jdr, a, and h according to
f = f (0) + λf (1) + λ2f (2) +O(λ3), (13)
where λ ∼ 0.1. Moreover, we take the driving as
j
(1)
dr = j1e
−iωdrt + c.c., (14)
where
|j1| = 2edωdr(E0/2)
λ~
(15)
for Edr(t) = E0 cos(ωdrt). From now on, we also assume weak damping, that is, γ = λγ˜. The expansion parameter λ
is also used to define multiple time scales:
T0 ≡ t , T1 ≡ λt. (16)
The time derivatives transform as
∂t = D0 + λD1 +O(λ2) , ∂2t = D20 + 2λD0D1 +O(λ2), (17)
where Dn ≡ ∂∂Tn . Since all the zeroth order contributions vanish, the first non-trivial contribution comes from the
first order
D20a
(1) + ω2Ja
(1) = j1e
−iωdrt + c.c., (18)
D20h
(1) + ω2Hh
(1) = 0. (19)
This implies solutions of the form
a(1) = CJe
−iωJT0 + F e−iωdrT0 + c.c., (20)
h(1) = CHe
−iωHT0 + c.c., (21)
where F is given by
F =
j1
ω2J − ω2dr
. (22)
Introducing the amplitudes CJ(T1) and CH(T1) allows to describe a possible sum resonance. These amplitudes are
determined in the following. In second order, we have
D20a
(2) + ω2Ja
(2) = −2D0D1a(1) − γ˜D0a(1) − 2ω2Ja(1)h(1), (23)
D20h
(2) + ω2Hh
(2) = −2D0D1h(1) − γ˜D0h(1) − αω2J[a(1)]2. (24)
5Substituting the first order solutions into the second order equations leads to
D20a
(2) + ω2Ja
(2) = i(2D1 + γ˜)
(
ωJCJe
−iωJT0 + ωdrF e−iωdrT0
)
− 2ω2J
(
CJCHe
−i(ωJ+ωH)T0 + CJC∗He
−i(ωJ−ωH)T0 + FCHe−i(ωdr+ωH)T0 + FC∗He
−i(ωdr−ωH)T0
)
+ c.c.,
(25)
D20h
(2) + ω2Hh
(2) = i(2D1 + γ˜)ωHCHe
−iωHT0 − αω2J
(
|CJ|2 + |F |2 + C2Je−2iωJT0 + F 2e−2iωdrT0
+ 2FCJe
−i(ωdr+ωJ)T0 + 2FC∗Je
−i(ωdr−ωJ)T0
)
+ c.c..
(26)
To study the behavior near the sum resonance, we write
ωdr = ωJ + ωH + λδ (27)
with the detuning δ. Inserting this into the second order equations induces secular terms, which we demand to vanish:
i(2D1 + γ˜)ωJCJ − 2ω2JFC∗He−iδT1 = 0, (28)
i(2D1 + γ˜)ωHCH − 2αω2JFC∗Je−iδT1 = 0. (29)
The conditions (28) and (29) imply solutions of the form
CJ = C˜Je
(r−iδ)T1 , (30)
CH = C˜Je
r∗T1 . (31)
Using this ansatz, we find
r = − (γ˜ − iδ)
2
± 1
2
√
4αω3J
ωH
|F |2 − δ2. (32)
If the real part of r is positive, the amplitudes CJ and CH grow exponentially. Such a behaviour signals the excitation
of the sum resonance. It requires a sufficient driving amplitude given by the condition
|F |2 > (γ˜2 + δ2) ωH
4αω3J
. (33)
Let us consider the case ωdr = ωJ + ωH, i.e., δ = 0. In this case, the required driving amplitude to induce the sum
resonance is
E0 > γ
√
2n0K~2
0
(
2ωJ + ωH
ωJ + ωH
)(
ωH
ωJ
)3/2
≈ 0.8× 10−2 MV cm−1 (34)
for the parameters in Table I. As mentioned in the main text, higher order terms play an important role in saturating
the amplitude of oscillations, which can be understood from the perspective of non-linear oscillators having amplitude
dependent eigenfrequencies6.
In the case of driving close to the difference frequency,
ωdr = ωJ − ωH + λδ, (35)
we find
r = − (γ˜ − iδ)
2
± 1
2
√
−4αω
3
J
ωH
|F |2 − δ2. (36)
Here the real part of r is always negative. Hence, there is no difference resonance in the system.
6III. RIGIDITY OF THE SUBHARMONIC RESPONSE
In this section, we investigate the long-time persistence of the Higgs time crystal and its robustness against per-
turbations. The following numerical results refer to the bilayer system specified in Table I at T = 0. We drive the
electric field along the c-axis by modifying equation (5) to
∂tEz,r =
dc
0ndn
∂H
∂Az,r
− γEz,r + ηr + ∂tEdr
n
. (37)
We take the driving as
Edr(t) =
E0
2
cos(ωdrt)
[
1 + tanh
(
t
τ
)]
, (38)
where E0 is the strength of the external field effectively penetrating the sample. Additionally, the external drive is
characterised by the frequency ωdr and the rise time τ .
A. Long-time persistence
To realise the sum resonance of the Higgs mode and the upper Josephson plasmon, we drive the electric field with
E0 = 0.2 MV cm
−1 and ωdr/2pi = 21 THz. The long-time persistence of the time-translation symmetry breaking at
T = 0 is exemplified in Fig. 2, where the subharmonic oscillations in the condensate amplitude are found to survive
even after 105 driving cycles.
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FIG. 2. Long-time persistence of the subharmonic response for T = 0. a, amplitude response after 200 driving cycles.
b, amplitude response after 1.002× 105 driving cycles.
B. Robustness against perturbations of the drive
Now, we examine how perturbing the optical drive itself affects the subharmonic response. To excite the sum
resonance, we initially drive the bilayer superconductor with E0 = 0.1 MV cm
−1 and ωdr/2pi = 21 THz. At some
instant of time t0, the driving is altered so that the oscillation amplitude of the field strength depends on its sign for
t > t0:
Edr(t) =
{
E0cos(ωdrt) for cos(ωdrt) ≥ 0,
(E0 + δE) cos(ωdrt) for cos(ωdrt) < 0.
(39)
7This gives rise to two discontinuities in ∂tEdr per oscillation period. After allowing the system to relax to a steady state
(we find 50 ps is sufficient), we take the power spectrum of the condensate amplitude and determine the dominant
frequency. The rigidity of the subharmonic response is highlighted by Fig. 3, where perturbations of the driving
amplitude between δE/E0 = −0.4 and δE/E0 = 1.0 do not destroy the sum resonance.
-1 -0.5 0 0.5 1
E /E0
H
2 dr
pe
ak
FIG. 3. Robustness of the sum resonance against perturbations of the drive. Amplitude maxima of P|ψ|(ω) close to
ωH indicate a subharmonic response, whereas maxima at 2ωdr mark a normal response.
IV. DYNAMICAL PHASE TRANSITION
As discussed in Ref.7, a signature of a phase transition to a time crystalline order in classical systems is the
hysteretic behaviour across a critical point. Here, we demonstrate an indicator of such hysteresis in the response of
the condensate amplitude. This can be seen in Fig. 4 as we tune the driving amplitude at fixed ωdr/2pi = 21 THz
across the time crystal-normal response transition from E0 = 0.08 MV cm
−1 to E0 = 0.10 MV cm−1 and vice versa.
In particular, there is a clear difference in the time that it takes the system to enter and leave the time crystalline
phase.
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FIG. 4. Dynamical transition between normal and time crystalline phase. a, transition from normal to time crystalline
phase. b, transition from time crystalline to normal phase.
8V. OPTICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF THE HIGGS TIME CRYSTAL
The optical conductivity σ(ω) is a crucial quantity to characterise the electric transport properties of a superconduc-
tor in the linear response regime. It is a macroscopic observable that can be measured in pump-probe experiments8,9.
Here, we investigate how the emergence of the Higgs time crystal alters the c-axis optical conductivity of a bilayer
superconductor with parameters as listed in Table I. For this purpose, the system is driven into the time crystalline
phase with E0 = 0.2 MV cm
−1 and ωdr/2pi = 21 THz at T = 0. Then, we add a probing term to the external drive,
Edr(t) =
E0
2
cos(ωdrt) +
Epr
2
cos(ωprt)
[
1 + tanh
(
ωpr(t− tpr)
2pi
)]
, (40)
where tpr = 10 ps. The probing amplitude Epr has to be one order of magnitude smaller than E0 to enter the linear
response regime. We evaluate σ(ω) = Jtot(ω)/E(ω) from a Fourier analysis over 50 ps in the steady state. The
average electric field along the c-axis is given by
E(t) =
dsEs(t) + dwEw(t)
ds + dw
, (41)
where Es,w(t) denotes the spatial average of electric fields along either strong or weak junctions. The total current is
the sum of the average supercurrent and the average displacement current inside the sample, that is,
Jtot(t) = J(t) +
0sds∂tEs + 0wdw∂tEw
ds + dw
, (42)
where J(t) is the supercurrent given by Eq. (8) in the main text. As visible in Fig. 5(a), the real part of the optical
conductivity acquires additional resonance peaks in the time crystalline phase, especially at ωL = ωdr − ωH and
ωR = ωdr + ωH. These frequencies correspond to the side peaks previously observed in the supercurrent spectra.
Remarkably, the current response is amplified at the left side peak while attenuated at the right side peak. The
counterparts of the peaks in σ1 are sharp edges in σ2 as evidenced by Fig. 5(b). The depletion of the condensate
tends to reduce the plasma frequencies in the time crystalline phase. This effect is most apparent for the transverse
Josephson plasmon shifting from 11.8 THz to 11.4 THz. For the same reason, we find a smaller prefactor of the 1/ω
divergence of σ2 at low frequencies.
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FIG. 5. Optical conductivity in the time crystalline phase. a, real part of the optical conductivity. b, imaginary part
of the optical conductivity.
9VI. THERMAL PHASE TRANSITION
Here, we elaborate on the thermal phase transition of the simulated bilayer superconductor, see Table I for pa-
rameters. The thermal equilibrium at a given temperature is established as follows. We initialise the system in its
ground state at T = 0 and let the dynamics evolve without external driving, influenced only by thermal fluctuations
and dissipation. After typically 15 ps, the average condensate density n = 1N
∑
r |ψr|2 and the phase coherence are
converged, indicating thermal equilbrium. To characterise the phase transition, we introduce the order parameter
O =
1
n
∣∣∣∣ 1N/2 ∑
l,m,n∈odd
ψ∗l,m,n+1ψl,m,n e
iazl,m,n
∣∣∣∣. (43)
The order parameter measures the phase coherence of the condensate across different bilayers. For each trajectory,
it is evaluated from the average of 200 measurements within a time interval of 2 ps. Finally, we take the ensemble
average of 100 trajectories. As shown in Fig. 6(a), the temperature dependence of the order parameter is reminiscent
of a second order phase transition. Due to the finite size of the simulated system, the order parameter converges to a
plateau with non-zero value for high temperatures. Instead of a sharp discontinuity, one finds a distinct crossover at
Tc ∼ 30 K. We also note that the lower Josephson plasmon vanishes in this temperature regime, which agrees with
experimental observations10. Fig. 6(b) reveals that the condensate density does not drop below 0.4n0 through the
phase transition. Strikingly, the condensate density decreases almost linearly with temperature below Tc. By contrast,
it undergoes a nearly linear increase above the transition temperature. We see in Fig. 7 that the phase transition is
only weakly modified by increasing the system size.
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FIG. 6. Phase transition for the parameters listed in Table I. a, order parameter. b, condensate density.
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FIG. 7. Phase transition for various system sizes. a, order parameter. b, condensate density.
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VII. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE RESONANCE FREQUENCIES
The resonance frequencies can be deduced from the undriven dynamics of the superconductor in thermal equilibrium.
More precisely, the Higgs mode and the longitudinal Josephson plasmons appear as peaks in the amplitude and
supercurrent spectra, respectively. Here we fit a Lorentzian to the corresponding maxima in the thermal spectra
(ensemble average of 100 trajectories). Fig. 8 displays the temperature dependence of the Higgs and upper Josephson
plasma frequencies up to ∼ 0.4Tc for various system sizes.
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FIG. 8. Temperature dependence of the the resonance frequencies. a, temperature dependence of the Higgs frequency.
b, temperature dependence of the upper Josephson plasma frequency.
While the upper Josephson plasmon is weakly shifted towards smaller frequencies, the Higgs frequency notably
increases with temperature. The temperature dependence of the Higgs frequency does not significantly depend on
the system size, but on the in-plane tunnelling tab as inferred from additional simulations. Additionally, a comparison
to thermal spectra with different tab indicates a minor role of the condensate density in this process. That is why
our analysis is focused on the correction of the Higgs frequency arising from fourth order coupling terms between the
Higgs field and the vector potential. Due to the dominant role of the in-plane dynamics in this process, we perform
the following calculations in 2D. Expanding around the thermal equilibrium at a given temperature yields
∂2t hr + γ∂thr +
2µ
K~2
hr +
tab
K~2
∑
r′∈NN
(hr − hr′) + tab
2K~2
∑
r′∈NN
θ2rr′hr′ ≈ 0, (44)
where the sum is restricted to the nearest neighbours (NN) of r in the ab-plane, and θrr′ = arr′ + arg(ψr)− arg(ψr′)
denotes the gauge-invariant phase between neighbouring sites. The notation arr′ means the bond-directed component
of the vector potential at (r+ r′)/2 with ar′r = −arr′ . A Fourier transform leads to∑
k
(
∂2t hk + γ∂thk + ω
2
H(k)hk
)
eik·r ≈ − tab
K~2M
∑
p,q
[
cos
(
px + 2qx
2
dab
)
(θ2x)p + cos
(
py + 2qy
2
dab
)
(θ2y)p
]
hqe
i(p+q)·r,
(45)
where M is the total number of sites in the ab-plane, and
ω2H(k) =
2µ
K~2
+
2tab
K~2
[
2− cos(kxdab)− cos(kydab)
]
. (46)
The equation of motion for a given momentum mode reads
∂2t hk + γ∂thk + ω
2
H(k)hk ≈ −
tab
K~2M
∑
q
[
cos
(
kx + qx
2
dab
)
(θ2x)k−q + cos
(
ky + qy
2
dab
)
(θ2y)k−q
]
hq. (47)
So, we have
∂2t h0 + γ∂th0 + ω
2
H(0)h0 ≈ −
tab
K~2
(θ2x)0 + (θ
2
y)0
M
h0 − tab
K~2M
∑
q6=0
[
cos
(
qxdab
2
)
(θ2x)−q + cos
(
qydab
2
)
(θ2y)−q
]
hq. (48)
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To determine the finite-momentum modes on the right-hand side of equation (48), we apply a rotating wave approx-
imation:
hq ≈ − tab
K~2ω2H(q)M
∑
k
[
cos
(
kx + qx
2
dab
)
(θ2x)q−k + cos
(
ky + qy
2
dab
)
(θ2y)q−k
]
hk. (49)
Furthermore, we assume that the zero-momentum mode provides the main contribution to the sum in equation (49),
leading to
hq ≈ − tab
K~2ω2H(q)M
[
cos
(
qxdab
2
)
(θ2x)q + cos
(
qydab
2
)
(θ2y)q
]
h0. (50)
Inserting this into equation (48) yields
∂2t h0 + γ∂th0 + ω
2
H(0)h0
≈ − tab
K~2
(θ2x)0 + (θ
2
y)0
M
h0 +
t2ab
K2~4
∑
q6=0
[
Fx(q)(θ
2
x)q(θ
2
x)−q
M2
+
Fy(q)(θ
2
y)q(θ
2
y)−q
M2
+
2Fxy(q)(θ
2
x)q(θ
2
y)−q
M2
]
h0,
(51)
where
Fx(q) =
1
ω2H(q)
cos2
(
qxdab
2
)
, (52)
Fy(q) =
1
ω2H(q)
cos2
(
qydab
2
)
, (53)
Fxy(q) =
1
ω2H(q)
cos
(
qxdab
2
)
cos
(
qydab
2
)
. (54)
This implies the temperature-dependent Higgs frequency
ωH(k = 0, T ) = ωH(0, 0)
√
1 + ∆1(T ) + ∆2(T ), (55)
with the corrections
∆1(T ) =
tab
2µ
〈
(θ2x)0 + (θ
2
y)0
M
〉
, (56)
∆2(T ) = − t
2
ab
2µK~2
∑
q6=0
〈
Fx(q)(θ
2
x)q(θ
2
x)−q
M2
+
Fy(q)(θ
2
y)q(θ
2
y)−q
M2
+
2Fxy(q)(θ
2
x)q(θ
2
y)−q
M2
〉
. (57)
The estimate in equation (55) is compared to the purely numerical results in Fig. 9. For both curves, we take the
ensemble average of 100 trajectories. The discrepancy between the the numerical and semi-analytical values can be
ascribed to the approximations made in equations (49) and (50). Moreover, we have ignored the c-axis dynamics and
higher order terms as present in the Mexican hat potential, for example. Nonetheless, our estimate distils the effect
of the fourth order coupling terms ∼ a2h2 on the Higgs frequency. For fixed model parameters, the Higgs frequency
is shifted to a higher value because of thermally activated phase fluctuations in the ab-plane. In realistic systems,
however, the chemical potential µ(T ) decreases with temperature such that the Higgs frequency does not necessarily
increase.
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FIG. 9. Increase of the Higgs frequency at low temperatures. The numerical results are compared to a semi-analytical
estimate.
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VIII. TIME CRYSTAL AT FINITE TEMPERATURE
In Fig. 10, we present the dynamics of the total supercurrent along the c-axis for two single trajectories at T = 3 K.
For the normal response, the driving parameters are E0 = 0.2 MV cm
−1 and ωdr/2pi = 30.0 THz. However, merely
changing the driving frequency to ωdr/2pi = 22.4 THz induces a time crystalline response. In the supplementary
material, we also provide two videos showing the microscopic dynamics of the supercurrent field associated with the
trajectories in Fig. 10.
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FIG. 10. Normal vs. time crystalline response from a single trajectory at finite temperature. a, supercurrent
response in the normal phase. b, supercurrent response in the time crystalline phase.
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